
TAL AVIV MOLECULAR IDENTIFIER (TAMI) 
MOLECULAR IDENTIFICATION SOFTWARE
For Elemental Formulae Identification

PRODUCT NOTE

Turn your expression CMS into a high 
resolution, exact mass instrument in its 
ability to provide elemental formulae.

TAMI uses accurate centroiding and mass correction 
algorithms to provide a more accurate mass 
assignment. A combination of isotope abundance 
analysis and careful consideration of chemical 
valence rules allows for the provision of elemental 
formulae with a high level of confidence.
 
TAMI includes a post-run mass calibration tool that 
further increases the mass accuracy of your data.

TAMI software is accessed directly from the Advion 
Data Express data processing software.

• Fast and easy-to-use — accessed directly from 
Data Express

• Uses chemical valence rules to eliminate 
physically impossible element combinations, 
providing the best elemental formulae 
identification capability available for unit 
resolution mass spectrometers. No other SW 
tool for unit mass resolution has this.

• Provides additional sample compound 
identification information

• Developed by Aviv Analytical, you can 
now let TAMI identify your molecule!  
(avivanalytical.com, US patent number 7345272)



Enables an independent analysis with user defined 
conditions that provides accurate elemental formulae 
equal to or better than high resolution TOF

Automatically identifies the molecular ion group 
whe you analyze spectra

Present a complete report

Provides statistics and additional information 
relevant to your compoundFilters out distracting elemental formulae via 

a mass window to obtain higher identification 
probabilities Provides post-run calibration tools including mass 

calibration for improved identification results

Provides quick, color-coded indication for 
the quality of the results

Graphically presents a comparison group 
between the measured isotope group and that 
of the identified compound

Provides elemental formula via one click

TAMI provides the mass with four decimal point 
mass precision

TAMI improves mass accuracy while the isotope abundance provides a further filtration power factor >100

TAMI is a registered technoogy llicensed from Aviv Analytical, www.avivanalytical.com


